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communication skills. Whichever
the situation, your ability to
communrcate vision, initiatives,
ideas, strategy, or services to
customers, partners, employees, or
investors at all levels in different

settings will determine your longICTM SUCCCSS

Think and Communicate
Strategically

6 Quick Tips About How to Make
Your Resume Stand Out without
Work Experience
BY FEATURED COLUMNISTS

O O4l13/2017

As a leader, you either clarify or
confuse, motivate or demoralize,
engage or enrage employees, And
emptoyees, in return, will either give
110 percent of their loyalty, support,
and skill to accomplish your

misslon--or disengage, divert your
focus, and drain your energy in
dealing with them.
Fewer and fewer professionals

Mixed and Mismatched: What
happened to these Clothes?
BY FEATURED COLUMNISTS

O O4l]2/2O17

come to their position with all the
leadership communication skills

they need to master the job. In a
recent Wal/ Street Journal survey of

./
\

nearly 900 executives, 92 percent
said soft skills were equally or more

important than technical skills. Bur
89 percent reported that they had a
very or somewhat difflcult time
frnding people with those attributes
And they say it's a problem

5 essential mindsets you need to
succeed in business
BY MATT MALOUF

spanning all age groups and

O 04/12/2017

experience levels
No matter your lndustry or whether
you're in marketing, sales,
operations, frnance, research, ll,
legal, or human resources, tactical

thinkers communicate directives to
get things done. They decide who
does what when. Unfortunately, the

Here's What To Expect When You

tactical things that get done may
not always be the wlsest things or

Start A Debt Collection Case
BY KACEYRASK @ O4h2/2O17

the most prof table things with Iong-

term payoff. Tactical thinking
critical-hrrt common

is
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picture thinking uniquely positions
you as lhe resource for focus,

problem analysis, and innovation
But strategic thinking puts points on

the scoreboard only if you can
communicate your thinking clearly
And the more respect your thinking

earns-that

is,

the more visibility you

get-the more often you'll

be called

on to communicate your thinklng
up, down, across and outside your

Why We Love The 2017 Guide To
Facebook Ads For Small
Businesses (And You Should,
Too!)
BY EDITOR,AMELIAWGRANT

O 04/12/2017

organtzation.
To communicate strategically to

fulfill your most essentiai
responsibilities as a leader, focus on
these six distinct leadership
communication skills:
Developing a Team
Most organizations have at least

a

phrase in their mission statemenl

^,
\

about the importance of people and
how valuable thls "talent" asset is

'

But primarily the executive team
depends on individual managers to
develop their own staff members to

their fullest poten|al That means
attracting the best people,
maintaining high morale, managing
the workflow appropriately, and
coaching employees The higher
you climb in the organization, the

more people you'll need to keep
pleasantly engaged.
Even if you're a solo CEO running a

nonprofit with no employees or
leading an industry association with
an all-volunteer team, the same
principle applies. lf they leave, you
lose

Conversing One-on-One With

lntent to Connect Strategically
Interacting on a personal level starts
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response times. About expected
feedback. About truth-telling About

directness on controversial issues
About being approachable for new
ideas About accountability for
errors or poor Judgment.
Another, equally important aspect
involves expanding your personal

network and keeping it active-both
inside and outside the organization

with suppliers, customers, and
competitors. Make sure your
network portfolio continues to grow
in value. Who can you call at 7:00

a.m, for advice or a referral? lf very
few, then your network value has

declined, not lncreased, in value

Negotiating to Find Mutual
Opportunities of Value
As a leader, you'll find yourself

negotiating dally: pricing structures,
due dates, supplier rates, vacation
and work schedules, project
assignments, travel plans, employee

conflicts, and solutions to problems
As an effective negotiator, you'll
determine your goals, value, and
walk-away point before you begin
serious discussions. While

unsuccessful negotiators focus on
disagreements, more successful

negotiators look for areas of
alignment.
The relationship developed during

the negotiation discussions matters
most of all. Those most successful
as negotiators approach the
process with this principle in mind:

Always negotiate the flrst deal with
the second in mind That

is,

demonstrate integrity so as to
develop trust and goodwill to keep
the relatlonship intact.
Accordino to analvsts. meroers that
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Speaking Persuasively to Win
Minds and Hearts
Being an engaging speaker has

become a fundamental, not a niceto-have, Ieadership skill. Work

toward increasing your personal
presence as a flrst step (body
language, voice, the ability to
express yourself extemporaneously

with clarity and confidence). With
high-stakes presentations, plan
carefully to dump your data to
relevant narrative storyline.

a

Generate memorable analogies and

soundbites Engage your listeners
with great stories. Certainly, you'll
need to provide logically reasons to
build your case, But never depend
on logic alone to move people to
actton,

Writing Clearly, Concisely, and
Compellingly
CIear writing reflects clear thinking

Nothing will propelyou to a
customer's executive suite faster
than a well-written recommendation
on a high-risk, high-payoff project.
lmagine yourself facing a venture

capital flrm, asking for funding to
underwrite a project. What
questions would they pose?
Anticipate those questions as you
provide answers to support your

recommendation. Think deeply;
write lean.
Leading Productive Meetings
Plug power into your agenda. Rather

than flll an agenda with vague
topics, turn those topics into laserfocused questions euestions will
lead immediately to targeted
discussions with an intended

outcome. Then learn to facilitate
well so vou oet maximum
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for the meeting results you deliver.
Know how much your typical
meetings cost (salary hours
invested) and calculate your

meeting's

ROI

Whatever your business plans,

these six leadership communication
skills will open doors at the highest
level at your customers'

organizations. Make it your goal to
frll your top positions with only those
employees who have mastered all
six of these strategic

communlcation essentials.
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